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Glossary of terms
Recapping or Recap

A term used to replace aged electrolytic capacitors in vintage electronic
systems

Electrolytic Capacitor

A type of capacitor that contains an electrolyte and is a wet device

Polarised Capacitor

A type of capacitor that is polarity marked and has a negative and positive
connection or polarity

BP or Non polarized
Capacitor

A type of capacitor that has no polarity connection

ROHS

Reduction of hazardous substance

No Lead or Npb

This is a terminology used to specify a device or product does not contain lead

DAC

Digital to Analogue converter

Streaming

Audio content or music streamed from the internet

PCB

Most common in vintage equipment as a single sided Printed Circuit Board

Footprint

The space or the size of the component that sits on the PCB

So you want to use a vintage Hi fi system?
I get asked these questions…
I have my Grandads old Amplifier in the garage. I want to play it with my phone/CD player/turntable. Now there is nothing
wrong with that. This article focuses on the NAD 3020 series. It was the legend of amplifiers in its period and because more were
Made than other brands. Its also freely available, sounds great (even greater than new when recapped).
NOW stop right there !
Whatever you do DONT switch it on !
Why is this ?
The electronics are now in most cases over 40 years old. The capacitors will have dried up. Think of it as a car.
A car that’s stood for 40 years, well all of the window rubbers will have perished, the tyres would be flat and cracked.
Electrolytic capacitors have an electrolyte in them and as such dry up. If switched on may cause a compound electronic fault
and a strong possibly it will cause further damage in the circuits.
The cabinet lid has to be removed and the electrolytic capacitors checked for swelling or leakage.
What do these look like? They come in many shapes and sizes, normally black at that vintage but may be blue.
Basically they look like a miniature tin of beans, with black dots or a single stripe on one side, this represents the negative
polarity.
How do I identify a suspect unit ? They normally expand on the ends or even split, at worse case they leak a nasty gunge
on to the PCB itself. In which case don’t switch it on, It will definitely pop and cause further damage. The device will need
to be recapped.

Identification of Electrolytic capacitors

Similar example

So where do we go from here ?
We can now source new capacitors, these are freely available however due to modern technology the footprint
of the replacement will be smaller than the unit it is replacing. On the power side we simply use the next size up.
But on the audio side its best to use a similar value even though it is smaller.
Now those that have time available, it is now possible to upgrade the originals considerably.
There are many boutique cpapcitors out there, Nichicon, Panasonic Rubycon, Mundorff and a decent google
will find so many.
So we need the schematics, no problem…The best site is https://www.vinylengine.com with a full database of
most vintage hi fi sets. Also available for the NADS, many have posted a BOM of parts and even supplier code
numbers. Doesnt get any easier.
However we can get locally
Mantech Electronics

www.mantech.co.za

Electrocomp

www.electrocomp.co.za

Communica

www.communica.co.za

RS South Africa

www. za.rs-online.com

They also import Mouser for boutique capacitors

Good supply of Panasonic FC series

There are many smaller but these suppliers are all available online

What tools do I need ?
A decent soldering station
A solder sucker
Hand tools
See our Masterclass “How to solder
Plenty patience !
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